
D I R E C T I O N S

1. Do not open this test until your proctor instructs you to.

2. Fill out the top of your answer sheet. Your student number is on your name tag. 

Your test version (A, B, C, or D) is above on this page.

3. You may use pencils, pens, and erasers. You may use the scratch paper that we provide.

You may NOT use calculators, rulers, protractors, compasses, graph paper, 

4.	Write	your	final	answers	on	the	answer	sheet.	When	a	problem	specifies	a	

particular form for the answer, write your answer in that form. Write your 

answers clearly. We will collect only the answer sheet from you.

N O T E S

1. This test contains 20 problems. You will have 150 minutes (2.5 hours) to take

the test. Your score will be the number of correct answers.

2. Figures are not necessarily drawn to scale.

3. Good luck!
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May 1, 2009

Dear Student,

We are pleased to announce the launch of an extraordinary math contest for female students. 
The Advantage Testing Foundation will hold its first-ever Math Prize for Girls contest on Saturday, 
November 14, 2009, at New York University in New York City. Our goal is to inspire young women 
with exceptional potential to become the mathematical and scientific leaders of tomorrow. We will 
award $43,000 in cash prizes, including a top prize of $20,000.

To qualify for the Math Prize, you must currently be in 11th grade or below. You must also have 
taken one of the American Mathematics Competition (AMC) exams given in February 2009: the 
AMC 10 or the AMC 12. You can apply online at our web site, mathprize.atfoundation.org. You will 
need to enter your AMC score(s). There is no fee to apply or to participate. The application deadline 
is May 22. By the end of May, we will let you know whether your application to take our exam has 
been accepted.

The Math Prize contest on November 14 will be a challenging two-hour exam, comprising 
approximately 20 problems that test mathematical creativity and insight. We will announce the 
winners that afternoon at an awards ceremony for the contestants and their parents.

We look forward to receiving your application. You might also let your friends know about this 
unique opportunity. For more information about the Math Prize for Girls or about us, you can visit 
us at mathprize.atfoundation.org. 

Sincerely,

Ravi Boppana          Arun Alagappan        John Sexton
Co-Director of Mathematics           Founder, Advantage Testing        President, NYU

Advantage Testing           President, AT Foundation        Vice President, AT Foundation

Saturday, September 10, 2016
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Math Prize for Girls 2016

1. Let T be a triangle with side lengths 3, 4, and 5. If P is a point in or
on T , what is the greatest possible sum of the distances from P to each
of the three sides of T?

2. Katrine has a bag containing 4 buttons with distinct letters M, P, F, G
on them (one letter per button). She picks buttons randomly, one at
a time, without replacement, until she picks the button with letter G.
What is the probability that she has at least three picks and her third
pick is the button with letter M? Express your answer as a fraction in
simplest form.

3. Compute the least possible value of ABCD−AB×CD, where ABCD is
a 4-digit positive integer, and AB and CD are 2-digit positive integers.
(Here A, B, C, and D are digits, possibly equal. Neither A nor C can
be zero.)

4. Compute the smallest positive integer n such that 2016n does not di-
vide 2016!.
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5. A permutation of a finite set S is a one-to-one function from S to S.
A permutation P of the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is called a W-permutation
if P (1) > P (2) < P (3) > P (4) < P (5). A permutation of the
set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is selected at random. Compute the probability that
it is a W-permutation. Express your answer as a fraction in simplest
form.

6. The largest term in the binomial expansion of (1+ 1
2
)31 is of the form a

b
,

where a and b are relatively prime positive integers. What is the value
of b? As an example of a binomial expansion, the binomial expansion
of an expression of the form (x+ y)3 is the sum of four terms

x3 + 3x2y + 3xy2 + y3.

7. Let S be the set of all real numbers x such that 0 ≤ x ≤ 2016π and
sinx < 3 sin(x/3). The set S is the union of a finite number of disjoint
intervals. Compute the total length of all these intervals. Express your
answer in terms of π.

8. A strip is the region between two parallel lines. Let A and B be two
strips in a plane. The intersection of strips A and B is a parallelo-
gram P . Let A′ be a rotation of A in the plane by 60◦. The intersection
of strips A′ and B is a parallelogram with the same area as P . Let x◦

be the measure (in degrees) of one interior angle of P . What is the
greatest possible value of the number x?
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9. How many distinct lines pass through the point (0, 2016) and intersect
the parabola y = x2 at two lattice points? (A lattice point is a point
whose coordinates are integers.)

10. How many solutions of the equation tanx = tan tan x are on the in-
terval 0 ≤ x ≤ tan−1 942? (Here tan−1 means the inverse tangent
function, sometimes written arctan.)

11. Compute the number of ordered pairs of complex numbers (u, v) such
that uv = 10 and such that the real and imaginary parts of u and v
are integers.

12. Let b1, b2, b3, c1, c2, and c3 be real numbers such that for every real
number x, we have

x6−x5+x4−x3+x2−x+1 = (x2+b1x+c1)(x
2+b2x+c2)(x

2+b3x+c3).

Compute b1c1 + b2c2 + b3c3.
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13. Alice, Beth, Carla, Dana, and Eden play a game in which each of them
simultaneously closes her eyes and randomly chooses two of the others
to point at (one with each hand). A participant loses if she points
at someone who points back at her; otherwise, she wins. Find the
probability that all five girls win. Express your answer as a fraction in
simplest form.

14. We call a set X of real numbers three-averaging if for every two distinct
elements a and b of X, there exists an element c in X (different from
both a and b) such that the number (a+b+c)/3 also belongs to X. For
instance, the set {0, 1008, 2016} is three-averaging. What is the least
possible number of elements in a three-averaging set with more than
3 elements?

15. Let H be a convex, equilateral heptagon whose angles measure (in de-
grees) 168◦, 108◦, 108◦, 168◦, x◦, y◦, and z◦ in clockwise order. Compute
the number y.

16. Let A < B < C < D be positive integers such that every three of them
form the side lengths of an obtuse triangle. Compute the least possible
value of D.
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17. We define the weight W of a positive integer as follows: W (1) = 0,
W (2) = 1, W (p) = 1 + W (p + 1) for every odd prime p, W (c) =
1 + W (d) for every composite c, where d is the greatest proper factor
of c. Compute the greatest possible weight of a positive integer less
than 100.

18. Let T = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 14, 15}. Say that a subset S of T is handy if the
sum of all the elements of S is a multiple of 5. For example, the empty
set is handy (because its sum is 0) and T itself is handy (because its
sum is 120). Compute the number of handy subsets of T .

19. In the coordinate plane, consider points A = (0, 0), B = (11, 0), and
C = (18, 0). Line `A has slope 1 and passes through A. Line `B is verti-
cal and passes through B. Line `C has slope −1 and passes through C.
The three lines `A, `B, and `C begin rotating clockwise about points
A, B, and C, respectively. They rotate at the same angular rate. At
any given time, the three lines form a triangle. Determine the largest
possible area of such a triangle.

20. Let a1, a2, a3, a4, and a5 be random integers chosen independently and
uniformly from the set {0, 1, 2, . . . , 23}. (Note that the integers are not
necessarily distinct.) Find the probability that

5∑
k=1

cis
(akπ

12

)
= 0.

(Here cis θ means cos θ + i sin θ.) Express your answer as a fraction in
simplest form.
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